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Abstract—For a long time, detection and parameter estimation
methods for signal processing have relied on asymptotic statistics
as the number n of observations of a population grows large
comparatively to the population size N , i.e. n/N →∞. Modern
technological and societal advances now demand the study
of sometimes extremely large populations and simultaneously
require fast signal processing due to accelerated system dynamics.
This results in not-so-large practical ratios n/N , sometimes
even smaller than one. A disruptive change in classical signal
processing methods has therefore been initiated in the past ten
years, mostly spurred by the field of large dimensional random
matrix theory. The early works in random matrix theory for
signal processing applications are however scarce and highly
technical. This tutorial provides an accessible methodological
introduction to the modern tools of random matrix theory and
to the signal processing methods derived from them, with an
emphasis on simple illustrative examples.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most signal processing methods, e.g. statistical tests or
parameter estimators, are based on asymptotic statistics of n
observed random signal vectors [1]. This is because a deter-
ministic behavior often arises when n→∞, which simplifies
the problem as exemplified by the celebrated law of large
numbers and the central limit theorem. With the increase of the
systems dimension, denoted by N , and the need for even faster
dynamics, the scenario n  N becomes less and less likely
to occur in practice. As a consequence, the large n properties
are no longer valid, as will be discussed in Section II. This
is the case for instance in array processing where a large
number of antennas is used to detect incoming signals with
short time stationarity properties (e.g. radar detection of fast
moving objects) [2]. Other examples are found for instance
in mathematical finance where numerous stocks show price
index correlation over short observable time periods [3] or
in evolutionary biology where the joint presence of multiple
genes in the genotype of a given species is analyzed from a
few DNA samples [4].
This tutorial introduces recent tools to cope with the n ' N
limitation of classical approaches. These tools are based on the
study of large dimensional random matrices, which originates
from the works of Wigner [5] in 1955 and, more importantly
here, of Marc˘enko and Pastur [6] in 1967. Section III presents
a brief introduction to random matrix theory. More precisely,
we will explain the basic tools used in this field which differ
greatly from classical approaches, based on which we will in-
troduce statistical inference tools in the n ' N regime. These
tools use random matrix theory jointly with complex analysis
methods [7] and are often known as G-estimation, named after
the G-estimator formulas from Girko [8]. Since the techniques
presented in Section III are expected to be rather new to
the non-expert reader, we will elaborate on toy examples
to introduce the methods rather than on a list of theoretical
results. More realistic application examples, taken from the
still limited literature, are then presented in Section IV. These
will further familiarize the reader with the introduced concepts.
These examples span from signal detection in array processing
to failure localisation in large dimensional networks. Finally,
in Section V, we will draw some conclusions and provide
future prospects of this emerging field.
Notations: Boldface lowercase (uppercase) characters stand
for vectors (matrices), with IN the N × N identity matrix.
The notations (·)T and (·)H denote transpose and Hermitian
transpose, respectively. The value
√−1 is denoted by ı. The
notation E is the expectation operator. The notations a.s.−→
and ⇒ denote almost sure and weak convergence of random
variables, respectively. The symbol N(µ, σ2) indicates a real
Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ2. The norm
‖ · ‖ will be understood as the Euclidean norm for vectors and
the spectral norm for Hermitian matrices (‖X‖ = maxi |λi| for
X with eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λN ). The Dirac delta is denoted
δ(x). Finally, (x)+ = max(x, 0) for real x, 1x≤y is the
function of x equal to zero for x > y and equal to one for
x ≤ y.
II. LIMITATIONS OF CLASSICAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
We start our exposition with a simple example explaining
the compelling need for the study of large dimensional random
matrices.
A. The Marc˘enko-Pastur law
Consider y = T
1
2 x ∈ CN a random variable with x
having complex independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
entries with zero mean and unit variance. If y1, . . . ,yn are
n independent realizations of y, then, from the strong law of
large numbers, ∥∥∥∥∥ 1n
n∑
i=1
yiy
H
i −T
∥∥∥∥∥ a.s.−→ 0 (1)
as n→∞. For further use, we will denote Y = [y1, . . . ,yn]
with (i, j) entry Yij , and realize that with this notation,
Tˆ , 1
n
YYH =
1
n
n∑
i=1
yiy
H
i .
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2Here Tˆ is often called the sample covariance matrix,
obtained from the observations y1, . . . ,yn of the random
variable y with population covariance matrix E[yyH] = T.
The convergence (1) suggests that, for n sufficiently large, Tˆ
is an accurate estimate of T. The natural reason why T can
be asymptotically well approximated is because Tˆ originates
from a total of Nn  N2 observations, while the parameter
T to be estimated is of size N2.
Suppose now for simplicity that T = IN . If the relation
Nn  N2 is not met in practice, e.g. if n cannot be taken
very large compared to the system size N , then a peculiar
behaviour of Tˆ arises, as both N,n → ∞ while N/n does
not tend to zero. Observe that the entry (i, j) of Tˆ is given
by
[Tˆ]ij =
1
n
n∑
k=1
YikY
∗
jk.
Since T = IN , E[YikY ∗jk] = δij . Therefore, the law of large
numbers ensures that [Tˆ]ij → 0 if i 6= j, while [Tˆ]ii → 1,
for all i, j. Since N grows along with n, we might then say
that Tˆ converges point-wise to an “infinitely large identity
matrix”. This stands, irrelevant of N , as long as n → ∞, so
in particular if N = 2n→∞. However, under this hypothesis,
Tˆ is of maximum rank N/2 and is therefore rank-deficient.1
Altogether, we may then conclude that Tˆ converges point-wise
to an “infinite-size identity matrix” which has the property
that half of its eigenvalues equal zero. The convergence (1)
therefore clearly does not hold here as the spectral norm (or
the absolute largest eigenvalue) of Tˆ− IN is greater or equal
to 1 for all N .
This convergence paradox (convergence of Tˆ to an identity
matrix with zero eigenvalues) arises obviously from an in-
correct reasoning when taking the limits N,n → ∞. Indeed,
the convergence of matrices with increasing sizes only makes
sense if a proper measure, here the spectral norm, in the space
of such matrices is considered. The outcome of our previous
observation is then that the random (or empirical) eigenvalue
distribution F Tˆ of Tˆ, defined as
F Tˆ(x) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
1x≤λi
with λ1, . . . , λN the eigenvalues of Tˆ, does not converge
(weakly) to a Dirac mass in 1, and this is all what can be said
at this point. This remark has fundamental consequences for
basic signal processing detection and estimation procedures.
In fact, although the eigenvalue distribution of Tˆ does not
converge to a Dirac in 1, it turns out that in many situations
of practical interest, it does converge towards a limiting
distribution, as N,n → ∞, N/n → c ≥ 0. In the particular
case where T = IN , the limiting distribution is known as
the Marc˘enko-Pastur law, initially studied by Marc˘enko and
Pastur in [6]. This distribution is depicted in Figure 1 and
compared to the empirical eigenvalue distribution of a matrix
Tˆ of large dimensions. From this figure, we observe that the
empirical distribution of the eigenvalues is a good match to
1Indeed, Tˆ = 2
N
∑N/2
i=1 yiy
H
i , which is the sum of N/2 rank-1 matrices.
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Fig. 1. Histogram of the eigenvalues of a single realization of Tˆ =
1
n
∑n
k=1 yky
H
k , yk has proper complex Gaussian entries, for n = 2000,
N = 500.
the limiting distribution for N,n large. It is also observed that
no eigenvalue seems to lie outside the support of the limiting
distribution even for finite N,n. This fundamental property
can be proved to hold for any matrix Y with independent
zero mean and unit variance entries, along with some mild
assumptions on the higher order moments. The shape of the
Marc˘enko-Pastur law for different limiting ratios c is depicted
in Figure 2. This figure suggests that, as c → 0, the support
of the Marc˘enko-Pastur law tends to concentrate into a single
mass in 1. This is in line with our expectations from the
discussion above for finite N , while the support tends to spread
and eventually reaches 0 when c is large, which is compliant
with the existence of a mass of eigenvalues at 0 when N > n,
i.e. c > 1. This will be confirmed by the explicit expression
of the limiting density given later in Equation 7.
The general tools employed to derive the Marc˘enko-Pastur
law and its generalizations to some more advanced random
matrix models are briefly introduced in Section III.
The main implication of the above observations on signal
processing methods is that, in general, the tools developed in
view of applications for small N and large n are no longer
adequate if either N is taken much larger, or if n cannot be
afforded to be large. Observe for instance in Figure 2 that,
even for n being ten times larger than N , the spread of the
Marc˘enko-Pastur law around 1 is significant enough for the
classical large n assumption to be quite disputable. In the
remainder of this section, we introduce a practical inference
problem which assumes the setup n  N and which can
be proved asymptotically biased if N/n does not converge to
zero.
B. An eigenvalue inference problem
The following example deals with the statistical inference of
eigenvalues of a large population covariance matrix. This prob-
lem is very generic and finds applications in array processing,
such as radar detection, where the objective is to enumerate
the sources and to infer their distances to the radar, or in
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Fig. 2. Marc˘enko-Pastur density fc for different limit ratios c = limN/n.
cognitive radios where the objective is to detect and estimate
the power of concurrent signal transmissions. This example
will be used throughout the article to demonstrate the transition
from the classical signal processing considerations towards the
advanced random matrix approaches.
We assume that one has access to successive independent re-
alizations y1, . . . ,yn of a stationary process yt = Uxt ∈ CN ,
with U ∈ CN×N an unknown unitary matrix and xt ∈ CN
a complex circularly symmetric Gaussian vector with zero
mean and covariance matrix P. We further assume that P
is diagonal and composed of Ni eigenvalues equal to Pi, for
1 ≤ i ≤ K, with P1 < . . . < PK , and where N =
∑K
i=1Ni.
The presence of the unknown matrix U translates the fact
that, in many applications, the eigenvector structure of the
population covariance matrix T = UPUH of yt is not
necessarily known. Hence, the diagonal entries of P are not
directly accessible. Note that this is in sharp contrast to
covariance matrix estimation of structured signals, as in the
recent works [9], [10] where population covariance matrices
have a Toeplitz-like structure. Here, no such assumption on
U is made, so that alternative techniques need to be used in
order to estimate the entries of P.
Our objective is to infer the values of P1, . . . , PK in the
setting where both n and N are of similar order of magnitude
or, stated in signal processing terms, when the number of
observations of the process yt is not large compared to the
system dimension N . As before, for readability, we denote
Y = [y1, . . . ,yn] and recall that 1nYY
H is the sample
covariance matrix of these data.
Let us first consider the classical approach which assumes
that n  N . We then have from a direct application of the
law of large numbers that∥∥∥∥ 1nYYH −UPUH
∥∥∥∥ a.s.−→ 0 (2)
as n → ∞. Since the convergence is in spectral norm and
since the eigenvalues of UPUH are the same as those of P,
an (asymptotically) n-consistent estimate Pˆ∞k for Pk reads
Pˆ∞k =
1
Nk
∑
i∈Nk
λi (3)
where λ1 ≤ . . . ≤ λN are the ordered eigenvalues of 1nYYH
gathered in successive clusters Nk = {N −
∑K
i=kNi +
1, . . . , N −∑Ki=k+1Ni}. Indeed, the eigenvalues of 1nYYH
indexed by Nk can be directly mapped to Pk (their limiting
value in the large n regime).
However, for N and n of comparable sizes, the convergence
(2) no longer holds. In this scenario, the spectrum of 1nYY
H
converges weakly to the union of a maximum of K com-
pact clusters of eigenvalues concentrated somewhat around
P1, . . . , PK , but whose centers of mass are not located at
P1, . . . , PK . This is depicted in Figure 3, where it is clearly
seen that eigenvalues gather somewhat around the empirical
values of P1, P2, P3 in clusters. Therefore, as N,n→∞, the
estimator Pˆ∞k is no longer (asymptotically) consistent. Note
also that, depending on the values of P1, . . . , PK (and in fact
also on the ratio N/n), the number of clusters varies. From
the second plot of Figure 3, we already anticipate the well-
known problem of order selection, i.e. determining the number
K of distinct input sources from an observation Y. For these
reasons, more advanced analyses of the spectrum of 1nYY
H
must be carried out, from which (N,n)-consistent alternatives
to (3) can be derived, i.e. estimators which are consistent as
both N,n grow large. This introduction of a methodological
approach to (N,n)-consistent estimators, called G-estimators,
is one of the objectives of this article.
III. LARGE DIMENSIONAL RANDOM MATRIX THEORY
In this section, we introduce the basic notions of large di-
mensional random matrix theory and describe two elementary
tools: the resolvent and the Stieltjes transform. These tools
are necessary to understand the stark difference between the
large random matrix techniques and the conventional statistical
methods.
Random matrix theory studies the properties of matrices
whose entries follow a joint probability distribution. The
two main axes deal with the exact statistical characteriza-
tion of small-size matrices and the asymptotic behaviour of
large dimensional matrices. For the analysis of small-size
matrices, one usually seeks closed form expressions of the
exact statistics. However, these expressions become quickly
intractable for practical analysis as one departs from white
Gaussian matrices [11]–[13]. The mathematical methods used
are usually very standard, mostly based on standard tools from
probability theory. In the context of large dimensional random
matrices, the tools are very different: asymptotic statistics and
probability are obviously fundamental, but also linear algebra,
as well as real and complex analysis, and combinatorics.
The focus of these techniques are either based on invariance
properties of the underlying matrices (free probability theory
[14], [15], combinatorics [16], [17], Gaussian integration by
part methods [18], [19]) or on independence properties of
their entries [6], [20], [21]. In the following, we will mostly
concentrate on tools for large dimensional random matrices
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Fig. 3. Histogram of the eigenvalues of 1
n
YYH for N = 300, n = 3000,
with P diagonal composed of three evenly weighted masses in (i) 1, 3 and
7 at the top, (ii) 1, 3, and 4 on the bottom.
with independent entries, although some results we present
originate from other techniques. The main tool of interest in
the spectral study of these matrices is the Stieltjes transform,
which we introduce hereafter.
A. The Stieltjes transform
Similar to the celebrated Fourier transform in classical
probability theory and signal processing which allows one to
perform simpler analysis in the Fourier (or frequency) domain
than in the initial (or time) domain, the spectral analysis of
large dimensional random matrices2 is often carried out with
the help of the Stieltjes transform.
Definition 1 (Stieltjes transform): Let F be a real probabil-
ity distribution function and z ∈ C taken outside the support
S of F . Then the (Cauchy-)Stieltjes transform mF (z) of F at
point z is defined as
mF (z) ,
∫
S
1
t− z dF (t).
2What one refers here to as spectrum is the eigenvalue distribution of the
underlying matrix.
Note importantly that, for X ∈ CN×N Hermitian with
eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λN , and eigenvalue distribution FX, the
Stieltjes transform mX of X is, for z ∈ C \ {λ1, . . . , λN},
mX(z) =
∫
dFX(t)
t− z =
1
N
N∑
k=1
1
λk − z =
1
N
tr(X− zIN )−1.
The Stieltjes transform, in the same way as the Fourier
transform, has an inverse formula, given by
F (b)− F (a) = lim
y↓0
∫ b
a
= [mF (x+ ıy)] dx. (4)
This formula is however rarely used in practice. What this
says for random matrices is that, if the Stieltjes transform of
a matrix X is known, then one can retrieve its eigenvalue
distribution, which is often more difficult to obtain in the
spectral domain than in the Stieltjes transform domain.
Since we will constantly deal with matrices of the form
(X−zIN )−1, called the resolvent matrix of X, the analysis of
random matrices is fundamentally based on the exploitation of
classical matrix inversion formulas. In order to better capture
the essence of the Stieltjes transform approach, we hereafter
outline the core arguments of the proof of the Marc˘enko-Pastur
law, as performed in the original article [6] back in 1967.
B. The Marc˘enko-Pastur law
We recall that we wish to determine the expression of the
limit of the eigenvalue distribution of YYH, given in Figure 2,
as N,n → ∞, N/n → c, where Y = [y1, . . . ,yn] ∈ CN×n
has i.i.d. entries of zero mean and variance 1/n. In the Stieltjes
transform domain, we therefore need to evaluate mYYH(z) =
1
N tr(YY
H − zIN )−1.
The idea is to concentrate on the value of each individual
diagonal entry of the resolvent (YYH − zIN )−1. Because
of its obvious symmetrical structure, it suffices to study
the asymptotic behaviour of the first diagonal entry. Writing
(YYH − zIN )−1 as a block matrix with upper-left corner
composed of the unique (1, 1) entry and applying the classical
Schur complement [22], it is easy to see that[
(YYH − zIN )−1
]
11
=
1
−z − zy˜H1 (Y˜HY˜ − zIn)−1y˜1
(5)
where we have defined Y˜ and y˜1 such that YH = [y˜1 Y˜H].
Due to the independence between y˜1 and Y˜ and the fact
that y˜1 has i.i.d. entries, the quantity y˜H1 (Y˜
HY˜ − zIn)−1y˜1
approaches 1n tr(Y˜
HY˜−zIn)−1 as the system sizes N,n grow
large. Indeed, this is clearly true in the expectation over y˜1
(with equality) and, conditioned on Y˜, the convergence some-
what recalls a law of large numbers. The interesting part is to
notice that the latter trace expression is tightly connected to
1
N tr(YY
H−zIN )−1, as the only major difference between the
two lies in a single column change (a rank-one perturbation)
which asymptotically will not alter the limiting normalized
trace. A complete exposition of this derivation can be found
in many random matrix books, e.g. [23]–[25].
Since this remark is valid for all diagonal entries of the
resolvent (YYH−zIN )−1, it holds also true for their average
1
N tr(YY
H−zIN )−1, i.e. for the Stieltjes transform mYYH(z)
5of YYH. Recalling (5), the Stieltjes transform can therefore be
asymptotically well approximated as a function of itself. This
naturally leads mYYH(z) to be approximately the solution of
a fixed-point equation (or implicit equation). In many random
matrix models, this is as far as the Stieltjes transform would
go, and we would conclude that the limiting spectrum of the
matrix under study is defined through its Stieltjes transform,
whose expression is only known through a fixed-point equation
(with usually a unique solution3).
In the case of the Marc˘enko-Pastur law, this fixed-point
equation reads precisely
mYYH(z) '
1
1− c− z − zcmYYH(z)
(6)
which turns out to be equivalent to a second order polynomial
in mYYH(z) which can be solved explicitly. Using the inverse
Stieltjes transform formula (4), we then obtain the limiting
spectrum of YYH with density f(x) given by
f(x) = (1− c−1)+δ(x) + 1
2picx
√
(x− a)(b− x) (7)
with a = (1 − √c)2, b = (1 +√c)2, and we recall that c is
the limiting ratio limN/n, where the square-root appearing in
the expression originates from the roots of the second order
polynomial defining mYYH(z).
It is interesting to see that this expression is only defined for
a ≤ x ≤ b and possibly x = 0, which defines the support of
the distribution. In particular, we confirm, as already discussed
that, as c→ 0, [a, b] tends to a singleton in 1. The convergence
to {1} is however quite slow as it is of order √c for c small
(since (1 +
√
c)2 ' 1 + 2√c in this regime). This suggests
that n must be much larger than N for the classical large-n
approximation to be acceptable. Typically, in array processing
with 100 antennas, no less than 10 000 signal observations
must be available for subspace methods relying on the large-n
approximation to be valid with an error of order 1/10 on the
assumed eigenvalues of YYH. The resulting error may already
lead to quite large fluctuations of the classical estimators.
This observation strongly suggests that the classical tech-
niques which assume n  N must be revisited, as will be
detailed in Section III-D. In the next section, we go a step
further and introduce a generalization of the Marc˘enko-Pastur
law for more structured random matrices.
C. Spectrum of large matrices
As should have become clear from the discussion above,
a central quantity of interest in many signal processing ap-
plications is the sample covariance matrix of n realizations
Y = [y1, . . . ,yn] of a process yt = Txt with xt having i.i.d.
zero mean and unit variance entries. The realizations may be
independent, in which case Y = TX, X = [x1, . . . ,xn] with
i.i.d. entries, or have a (linear) time dependence structure, in
which case yt is often modelled as an autoregressive moving-
average (ARMA) process; if so, we can write Y = TZR
with Z a random matrix with i.i.d. zero mean entries and R
3For z ∈ R−, the fixed-point map is usually a standard interference
function, as described in [26], allowing for simple algorithmic methods to
solve the fixed-point in practice.
a deterministic time correlation matrix (generally Toeplitz).
The limiting eigenvalue distribution of many of such random
matrix structures have been studied in the past ten years and
have led to many fundamental results which only recently have
found their way to signal processing applications.
In the following, we treat the simplest case of a sample
covariance matrix based on n independent observations of the
process yt described above, when xt has i.i.d. entries with
zero mean. The outline of the techniques below is in general
the same when it comes to more complicated models.
We start with the important generalization of the Marc˘enko-
Pastur law to matrices with left-sided correlation, whose
general proof is due to Bai and Silverstein [20].
Theorem 1: Consider the matrix
Tˆ = T
1
2 XXHT
1
2 =
n∑
i=1
T
1
2 xix
H
i T
1
2
where X = [x1, . . . ,xn] ∈ CN×n has i.i.d. entries with
zero mean and variance 1/n, and T ∈ CN×N is nonnegative
Hermitian whose eigenvalue distribution FT converges weakly
to FT as N → ∞. Then, the eigenvalue distribution F Tˆ of
Tˆ converges weakly and almost surely to the distribution F
with Stieltjes transform mF (z) = cmF (z) + (c− 1) 1z , where
mF (z) is a solution to
mF (z) = −
(
z − c
∫
t
1 + tmF (z)
dFT (t)
)−1
(8)
for all z ∈ C+ , {z ∈ C, =[z] > 0}.
Note here that, contrary to the case treated previously where
T = IN , the limiting eigenvalue distribution of Tˆ does not
take an explicit form, but is only defined implicitly through its
Stieltjes transform which satisfies a fixed-point equation. This
result is nonetheless usually sufficient to derive explicit detec-
tion tests and estimators for our application needs. Although
not mentioned for readability in the statement of the theorem,
it is usually true that the fixed-point equation has a unique
solution on some restricted set, and that classical fixed-point
algorithms do converge surely to the proper solution; this is
particularly convenient for numerical evaluations.
An important remark for the subsequent discussion is that
the integral in (8) can be easily related to the Stieltjes
transform of mT of FT to give the equivalent representation
mF (z) = −
(
z − c
mF (z)
[
1− 1
mF (z)
mT
(
− 1
mF (z)
)])−1
.
(9)
Although the original formula of [20] is given by (8), Equation
(9) is more interesting in several aspects. The important
observation in (9) is that the Stieltjes transform mT can be
related to the limiting Stieltjes transform mF of Tˆ through this
simple equation. This is the fundamental anchor for inference
techniques, where the observable data (Tˆ) get connected to
the hidden parameters (information on T) to be estimated.
Indeed, in the sample covariance matrix model, eigen-
inference methods used in subspace estimators consist in
retrieving information about the population covariance matrix
6T from the sample covariance matrix Tˆ. Therefore, if one can
relate the information to be estimated in T to mT (which is
asymptotically mT ), then (9) provides the fundamental link
between T and Tˆ through their respective limiting Stieltjes
transform, from which estimators can be obtained. This pro-
cedure is detailed in the next section.
Note that Theorem 1 provides the value of mF (z) for all
z ∈ C+. Therefore, if one desires to numerically evaluate the
limiting eigenvalue distribution of Tˆ, it suffices to evaluate
mF (z) for z = x+ ıε, with ε > 0 small and for all x > 0 and
then use the inverse Stieltjes transform formula (4) to describe
the limiting spectrum density f by
f(x) ' 1
pi
= [mF (x+ ıε)] .
We used this technique to produce Figure 3 in which T =
UPUH was assumed composed of three evenly weighted
masses in {1, 3, 7} (top) or {1, 3, 4} (bottom).
As mentioned above, it is possible to derive the limiting
eigenvalue distribution of a wide range of random matrix
models or, if a limit does not exist for the model (this may
arise for instance if the eigenvalues of T are not assumed
to converge in law), to derive deterministic equivalents for
the large dimensional matrices. For the latter, the eigenvalue
distribution F Tˆ of Tˆ can be approximated for each N by a
deterministic distribution FN such that F Tˆ−FN ⇒ 0 almost
surely. These distribution functions FN usually have a very
practical form for analysis; see e.g. [27]–[29] for examples
of random matrix models that do not admit limits but only
deterministic equivalents.
The knowledge of the limiting eigenvalue distribution of
such matrices is not of particular interest to signal processing,
but it is a required prior step before performing statistical
inference and detection methods. In wireless communication
problems however, such as that of evaluating the capacity
C =
1
N
log det
(
IN +
1
σ2
HHH
)
=
∫ ∞
σ2
(
1
t
− 1
N
tr(HHH + tIN )
−1
)
dt
of a multi-antenna Gaussian channel H with noise variance
σ2, these tools alone are fundamental, see e.g. [28]–[32].
In particular, we recognize in the above formula that the
Stieltjes transform 1N tr(HH
H−zIN )−1 of HHH, and not its
eigenvalue distribution, is the quantity of central interest. This
is probably the main explanation why wireless communication
applications of random matrix results have appeared as early
as in 1999 [33], [34], while applications for signal processing
methods emerged only very recently.
In the following, we pursue our study of the spectral prop-
erties of large dimensional random matrices to applications
in statistical inference and introduce the eigen-inference (or
G-estimation) method.
D. G-estimation
As introduced in the previous section, one of the major
objectives of random matrix theory for signal processing is to
improve the statistical tests and inference techniques derived
under the assumption of infinitely many observations for
scenarios where the system population size N and the number
of observations n are of the same order of magnitude. For
this, we will rely on the connections between the Stieltjes
transforms of the population and sample covariance matrices.
The G-estimation method, originally due to Girko [8],
intends to provide such (N,n)-consistent estimators. The
general technique consists in a three-step approach along the
following lines. First, the parameter to be estimated, call it
θ, is written under the form of a functional of the Stieltjes
transform of the deterministic matrices of the model, say here
θ = f(mT) for a population matrix T with Stieltjes transform
mT. Then, mT is connected to the Stieltjes transform mTˆ
of an observed matrix Tˆ through a formula similar to that
described earlier in (9), e.g. mT = g(mF ) for a certain
function g. Finally, connecting the pieces together, we have
a link between θ and the observations Tˆ, this link being only
exact asymptotically. For finite N,n dimensions, this natu-
rally produces an (asymptotically) (N,n)-consistent estimator
θˆ = g(mTˆ).
While the fundamental tool for connecting population and
observation spaces is the Stieltjes transform, the second im-
portant tool, that will help connecting the parameter θ to the
Stieltjes transform mT, is the Cauchy integral formula and
complex analysis in general.
For better understanding, we hereafter elaborate on a
concrete example to describe the eigen-inference framework
within the context of the estimation of the source powers
discussed in Section II-B.
We recall that one observes a matrix of the type Y =
UP
1
2 X, where U ∈ CN×N is unitary, X ∈ CN×n is filled
with i.i.d. entries with zero mean and unit variance and P is
diagonal with N1 entries equal to P1, . . . , and NK entries
equal to PK , all values of Pi being distinct.
While the objective in the previous section was to charac-
terize the asymptotic eigenvalue distribution of 1nYY
H when
P is known, the target of this section is instead to infer
P1, . . . , PK from the observation Y. For this, we make the
following fundamental observation. From Cauchy’s complex
integration formula [7],
Pk = − 1
2piı
∮
Ck
z
Pk − z dz
for a complex positively oriented contour Ck circling once
around Pk. If Ck does not enclose any of the other Pi, i 6= k,
then it is also true, again from Cauchy’s integration formula,
that
Pk = − 1
2piı
N
Nk
∮
Ck
z
1
N
K∑
i=0
Ni
1
Pi − z dz
= − 1
2piı
N
Nk
∮
Ck
zmP(z)dz. (10)
Hence, we are able to write Pk as a function of the Stieltjes
transform of the non-observable matrix P. The next step is
to link mP to the Stieltjes transform of 1nYY
H. For this,
we use (9) with T = UPUH (which has the same eigenvalue
spectrum as P) and F the limiting spectrum of 1NY
HY, which
7after the variable change z = mF (u) leads to the elementary
expression
Pk =
1
c
1
2piı
∮
C′k
u
m′F (u)
mF (u)
du
for some contour C′k which happens to circle exactly around
the cluster of eigenvalues of Tˆ associated to Pk only, and
with m′F the complex derivative of mF (z) with respect to
z. It is therefore fundamental that there exists a contour that
circles around the cluster associated to Pk only. It may happen,
depending on the ratio c and the values of the Pk, that
the limiting spectrum of Tˆ generates less than K clusters,
some clusters being associated with multiple power values, as
depicted in the second graph of Figure 3. In this scenario,
the above result does not hold and the technique collapses.
In signal processing applications, this effect is linked to the
problem of source separation. From now on, we therefore
assume that the cluster of eigenvalues associated to Pk is
perfectly isolated. Necessary and sufficient conditions for this
to hold are clearly established [57].
Under the cluster separability assumption, an estimator Pˆk
for Pk is now straightforward to obtain. Indeed, replacing mF
by its empirical estimate m 1
NY
HY, Pk is approximately equal
to a complex integral whose integrand is constituted of rational
functions. A final step of residue calculus [7] completes the
calculus and we obtain explicitly the estimator
Pˆk =
n
Nk
∑
m∈Nk
(λm − µm) (11)
where Nk is defined as in (3), λ1 ≤ . . . ≤ λN are the
eigenvalues of 1nYY
H, and µ1 ≤ . . . ≤ µN are the ordered
eigenvalues of diag(λ)− 1n
√
λ
√
λ
T
, with λ = (λ1, . . . , λN )T.
This estimator therefore improves the n-consistent estimator
(3) to an (N,n)-consistent estimator which surprisingly turns
out to have much better performance statistics for all couples
(N,n). Performance figures will be provided in Section IV
for signal processing scenarios of more practical interest.
Multiple estimators can be derived similarly for different
types of models and problems, a large number of which have
been investigated by Girko and named the G-estimators. A list
of more than fifty estimators for various applications can be
found in [35]. In Section IV, some examples in the context of
path loss estimation in wireless communications and angle of
arrival estimation for array processing will be discussed.
We now turn to a finer analysis of random matrices which
is no longer concerned with the weak limit of eigenvalue
distributions but rather with the limiting fluctuations of in-
dividual eigenvalues (in particular the extreme eigenvalues).
This problem is at the core of some standard statistical tests
for signal detection, such as the generalized likelihood ratio
test (GLRT).
E. Extreme eigenvalues
It is important to note at this point that Theorem 1 and all
theorems deriving from the Stieltjes transform method only
provide the weak convergence of the empirical eigenvalue
distribution to a limit F but do not say anything about the
behaviour of the individual eigenvalues. In particular, the
fact that the support of F is compact does not mean that
the empirical eigenvalues will asymptotically all lie in this
compact support. Indeed, consider for instance the distribution
FN (x) =
N−1
N 1x≤1 +
1
N 1x≤2. Then the largest value taken
by a random variable distributed as FN equals 2 for all N
although it is clear that FN converges weakly to F = 1x≤1
(and then the support of F is the singleton {1}). In the context
of Theorem 1, this reasoning indicates that, although the weak
limit of F Tˆ is compactly supported, some or even many
eigenvalues of F Tˆ may still be found outside the support.
As a matter of fact, it is proved in [36] that, if the entries
of X in Theorem 1 have infinite fourth order moment, then
the largest eigenvalue of XXH tends to infinity. For non-
degenerate scenarios though, i.e. when the fourth moment of
the entries of X is finite, we have the following much expected
result [37], [38].
Theorem 2 (No eigenvalue outside the support): Let Tˆ be
defined as in Theorem 1 with X having entries with finite
fourth order moment and with FT ⇒ FT , such that T has no
eigenvalue outside the support of FT . We recall that F Tˆ ⇒ F
for F defined in Theorem 1. Take now [a, b] ⊂ R ∪ {±∞}
strictly away from the support of F . Then, almost surely, there
is no eigenvalue of Tˆ found in [a, b] for all large N .
This result says in particular that, for T = IN , and for all
large N , there is no eigenvalue of Tˆ found away from the
support of the Marc˘enko-Pastur law. This further generalizes
to the scenario where T has a few distinct eigenvalues, each
with large multiplicities, in which case F is formed of multiple
compact clusters, as depicted in Figure 3. In this context, it is
proved in [39] that the number of eigenvalues asymptotically
found in each cluster matches exactly the multiplicity of
the corresponding mass in T (assuming cluster separability).
This is often referred to as the property of exact spectrum
separation. Note that this point fully justifies the last step in
the derivation of the estimator (11) where we somewhat hid
the fact that the residue calculus naturally imposes to know
where the eigenvalues of Tˆ are precisely located. As we will
see in Section IV, these results on the asymptotic location of
the eigenvalues allow us to derive new hypothesis tests for the
detection of signals embedded in white noise. In particular, we
will present tests on the received sample covariance matrix Tˆ
that confront a pure white noise against a signal-plus-noise
hypotheses, i.e. T = IN against T 6= IN .
Based on the earlier reasoning on the weak limit inter-
pretations, we insist that, while Theorem 1 does state that
FT ⇒ 1x≤1 implies that F is the Marc˘enko-Pastur law, it
does not state that FT ⇒ 1x≤1 implies that no eigenvalue is
asymptotically found away from the support of the Marc˘enko-
Pastur law. Indeed, if T = diag(1, . . . , 1, a), with a 6= 1,
the theorem cannot be applied. Conversely, for T described
above, it is not clear whether an eigenvalue of Tˆ will be
seen outside the limiting support. This interrogation is of
fundamental importance for the performance evaluation of
asymptotic detection tests and has triggered a recent interest
for this particular model for T, called the spike model, which
will be discussed next.
8F. Spike models
It is of particular interest for signal processing applications
to model low rank signal spaces embedded in white noise.
This is the case in array processing where a single signal
source with unique propagation path is received during several
consecutive time instants, hence producing a rank-one signal
matrix to be added to the ambient full rank white noise. The
objective of this particular model is to derive simple detection
and identification procedures that do not fall in the rather
involved scheme of Section III-D.
Under the generic denomination of “spike models” we
understand all random matrix models showing small rank
perturbations of some classical random matrix models. For
instance, for X ∈ CN×n with i.i.d. entries with zero mean
and variance 1/n, the matrices Tˆ = (X + E)(X + E)H,
E ∈ CN×n such that EEH is of small rank K, or Tˆ =
(IN + E)
1
2 XXH(IN + E)
1
2 , E ∈ CN×N of small rank K,
fall into the generic scheme of spike models. For all of these
models, Theorem 1 and similar results, see e.g. [40], claim that
F Tˆ converges weakly to the Marc˘enko-Pastur law, which is
the major motivation of these models as they are rather simple
to analyze. The interest here though is to study the behaviour
of the extreme eigenvalues of Tˆ.
To carry on with the same models as before, we concentrate
here on Tˆ modeled as in Theorem 1, with T taken to
be a small rank perturbation of the identity matrix. Similar
properties can be found for other models e.g. in [41], [42].
The first result deals with first order limits of eigenvalues and
eigenvector projections of the spike model [41], [43], [44].
Theorem 3: Let Tˆ be defined as in Theorem 1, X have i.i.d.
entries with zero mean and variance 1/n, and T = IN+E with
E =
∑K
i=1 ωiuiu
H
i its spectral decomposition (i.e. u
H
i uj =
δji ), where K is fixed and ω1 > · · · > ωK > 1. Denote
λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λN the ordered eigenvalues of Tˆ and uˆi ∈ CN
the eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue λi. Then, for
1 ≤ i ≤ K, as N,n→∞ with N/n→ c,
λi
a.s.−→
{
(1 +
√
c)2 , if ωi ≤
√
c
ρi , 1 + ωi + c 1+ωiωi , if ωi >
√
c
and
|uHi uˆi| a.s.−→
{
0 , if ωi ≤
√
c
ξi , 1−cω
−2
i
1+cω−1i
, if ωi >
√
c.
The main observation of this result is that, if ω1 ≤
√
c,
then the largest eigenvalue of Tˆ asymptotically converges to
the right edge of the Marc˘enko-Pastur law and is therefore
hidden in the main bulk of the eigenvalues, while if ω1 >
√
c,
the largest eigenvalue of Tˆ is found outside the main cluster.
This has fundamental consequences. When Tˆ is the sam-
ple covariance matrix of signal-plus-noise data with signal
strength ω1, then, if the signal is strong enough or conversely
if N/n is small enough, it is possible to detect this signal
based on the presence of an eigenvalue exterior to the main
eigenvalue cluster of Tˆ. Otherwise, neither the eigenvalues
nor the eigenvectors of Tˆ provide any information on the
presence of a signal, at least asymptotically. As a conclusion,
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2 , where T is a diagonal of ones
but for the first four entries set to {3, 3, 2, 2}, N = 500, n = 400. The
theoretical limiting eigenvalue of Tˆ is emphasized.
in the latter scenario, there is no way to decide if a signal
is indeed present or not. This provides fundamental limits of
signal detection tests. This subject is further discussed in the
application Section IV.
In Figure 4, we depict the eigenvalues of a spike model as in
Theorem 3, with four population eigenvalues greater than one.
Two of them exceed the detectability threshold ωi >
√
c, while
the other two do not. As expected, only two eigenvalues are
visible outside the bulk, with values close to their theoretical
limit.
Although this was not exactly the approach followed ini-
tially in [43], the same Stieltjes transform and complex integra-
tion framework can be used to prove this result. We hereafter
give a short description of this proof in the simpler case where
E = ωuuH and ω >
√
c.
1) Extreme eigenvalues: By definition of an eigenvalue,
det(Tˆ− zIN ) = 0 for z an eigenvalue of Tˆ. Some algebraic
manipulation based on determinant product formulas and
Woodbury’s identity [22] lead to
det(Tˆ− zIN ) = fN (z) det(IN + E) det(XXH − zIN )
with fN (z) = 1 + z
ω
1 + ω
uH(XXH − zIN )−1u.
An eigenvalue of Tˆ not inside the main cluster cannot cancel
the right-hand determinant in the first line and must therefore
cancel fN (z). Standard random matrix lemmas then show that,
since uH(XXH− zIN )−1u is asymptotically close to mF (z),
the Stieltjes transform of the Marc˘enko-Pastur law,
fN (z)
a.s.−→ f(z) , 1 + z ω
1 + ω
mF (z).
Substituting mF (z) by its exact formulation (that is, the
Stieltjes transform of the Marc˘enko-Pastur law), we then
obtain that f(z) = 0 is equivalent to z = 1 + ω + c 1+ωω if
ω >
√
c and has no solution otherwise, which is the expected
result.
92) Eigenvector projections: For the result on eigenvector
projections, we use again the Cauchy integration scheme
which states that, for any deterministic vectors a,b ∈ CN
and for all large N ,
aHuˆ1uˆ
H
1b = −
1
2piı
∮
C
aH(Tˆ− zIN )−1b (12)
where C is a positively oriented contour circling around ω
and excluding 1, and where we again recognize a quadratic
form involving the resolvent of Tˆ. This is an immediate
consequence of the fact that (Tˆ−zIN )−1 has a pole in λ1 with
residue −uˆ1uˆH1 . We then use the same matrix manipulations as
in the previous section (by isolating the term XXH) to finally
obtain the result of Theorem 3 after residue calculus.
These first order results are important since they suggest
detection and identification tests in signal processing scenarios
with extremely large arrays. However, for realistic small
system sizes, these results are not sufficient to provide efficient
statistical tests. To overcome this limitation, we need to go
beyond the first order limits and characterize the fluctuations
of the extreme eigenvalues and eigenvector projections. Recent
works have provided such statistics for the results of Theo-
rem 3 as well as for the fluctuations of the estimator (11),
which we introduce presently.
G. Fluctuations
We first mention that the fluctuations of functionals of F Tˆ−
F in Theorem 1 have been derived in [45]. More precisely,
for any well-behaved function f (at least holomorphic on the
support of F ) and under some mild technical assumptions,
N
∫
f(t)
(
dF Tˆ(t)− dF (t)
)
⇒ N(0, σ2)
with σ2 known. This in particular applies to f(t) = (t− z)−1
for z ∈ C \ R+, which gives the asymptotic fluctuations of
the Stieltjes transform of Tˆ. From there, classical asymptotic
statistics tools such as the delta-method [1] allow one to
transfer the Gaussian fluctuations of the Stieltjes transform
mTˆ to the fluctuations of any function of it, e.g. estimators
based on mTˆ. The following result on the fluctuations of the
estimator (11) therefore comes with no surprise [46].
Theorem 4: Consider the estimator Pˆk in (11). Assuming
the entries of X have finite fourth order moment (to ensure
Theorem 2) and that Pk generates an isolated cluster,
N(Pˆk − Pk)⇒ N
(
0, σ2
)
where σ2 is evaluated precisely in [46] as a complex integral
form involving derivatives of the limiting Stieltjes transform
of Tˆ.
In the case of the spike model, it is of interest to derive the
fluctuations of the extreme eigenvalues and eigenvector pro-
jections, whose limits were given in Theorem 3. Surprisingly,
the fluctuations of these variables are not always Gaussian,
[44], [47], [48].
Theorem 5: Let Tˆ be defined as in Theorem 3. Then, for
1 ≤ k ≤ K, if ωk <
√
c,
N
2
3
λk − (1 +
√
c)2
(1 +
√
c)
4
3
√
c
⇒ T2
where T2 is known as the complex Tracy-Widom distribution,
described in [49] as the solution of a Painleve´ differential
equation. If, on the other hand, ωk >
√
c, then
√
N
(|uHk uˆk|2 − ξk
λk − ρk
)
⇒ N (0,Σk)
where the entries of the 2× 2 matrix Σk can be expressed in
a simple closed form as a function of ωk only. Moreover, for
k 6= k′ such that ωk, ω′k >
√
c and distinct, the centered-scaled
eigenvalues and eigenvector projections are asymptotically
independent.
The second result of Theorem 5 can be obtained using the
same Stieltjes transform and complex integration framework
as described in the sketch of proof of Theorem 3, see [44] for
details. Again in that case, these are mainly the fluctuations
of the Stieltjes transform of XXH and an application of the
delta-method which lead to the result. The first result of
Theorem 5 is proved with very different methods which we do
not introduce here (since the extreme eigenvalues are inside the
base support, complex contour integration approaches cannot
be performed). These methods involve techniques such as
orthogonal polynomials and Fredholm determinants which rely
on the study of the finite dimensional distribution of the
eigenvalues of XXH before ultimately providing asymptotic
results, see [24], [50] for details.
The Tracy-Widom distribution is depicted in Figure 5. It
is interesting to see that the Tracy-Widom law is centered on
a negative value and that the probability for positive values
is low. This suggests that, if the largest eigenvalue of Tˆ is
greater than (1 +
√
c)2, then it is very likely that T is not
the identity matrix. A similar remark can be made for the
smallest eigenvalue of Tˆ which has a mirrored Tracy-Widom
fluctuation [51], when c < 1.
Theorem 5 allows for asymptotically accurate test statis-
tics for the decision on signal-plus-noise against pure noise
models, thanks to the result on the extreme eigenvalues.
Moreover, the results on the eigenvector projections provide
even more information to the observer. In the specific context
of failure diagnosis [44], introduced in Section IV, this can
be used for the identification of the (asymptotically) most
likely assumption from a set of M failure models of the type
(IN + Ek)
1
2 XXH(IN + Ek)
1
2 , for k ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.
H. Practical limitations
For all techniques derived above, it is important to keep
in mind that the results are only valid under the assumption
of large matrix dimensions. As it turns out from convergence
speed considerations, estimators based on weak convergence
properties of the eigenvalue distribution are accurate even for
very small system sizes (N = 8 is often sufficient, if not less),
while second order statistics of functionals of the eigenvalue
distribution roughly require N to be at least of order 64. When
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it comes to asymptotic properties of the extreme eigenvalues,
due to the loss of the collective averaging effect of all the
eigenvalues, the convergence speed is much slower so that
N = 16 is often a minimum for first order convergence,
while N of order 128 is required for asymptotic second order
statistics to become accurate. Note also that these empirical
values assume “non-degenerated” conditions; for instance, for
N = 128, the second order statistics of the largest eigenvalue
in a spike model with population eigenvalue ω =
√
c + ε
for a small ε > 0 are often far from Gaussian with zero
mean (since they should be simultaneously close to follow the
very negatively-centered Tracy-Widom distribution) so that,
depending on how small ε is chosen, much larger N are
needed for an accurate Gaussian approximation to arise. This
suggests that all the above methods have to be manipulated
with extreme care depending on the application at hand.
The results introduced so far are only a small subset of the
important contributions resulting from more than ten years of
applied random matrix theory. A large exposition of sketches
of proofs, main strategies to address applied random matrix
problems, as well as a large amount of applications are
analyzed in the book [25] in the joint context of wireless
communications and signal processing. An extension of some
notions introduced in the present tutorial can also be found in
[52]. Deeper random matrix consideration about the Stieltjes
transform approach can be found in [23] and references
therein, while discussions on extreme eigenvalues and the tools
needed to derive the Tracy-Widom fluctuations, based on the
theory of orthogonal polynomials and Fredholm determinants,
can be found in e.g. [24], [50], [53] and references therein.
In the next section, we discuss several application examples,
already partly introduced above, which apply Theorems 1-5 in
various contexts of hypothesis testing and subspace statistical
inference.
IV. CASE STUDIES
In this section, several classical detection and estimation
schemes are revisited for the regime N ' n studied in
Section III.
A. Multi-source power inference in i.i.d. channels
Our first case study originates from the field of wireless
communication, closely related to the previous example of
eigenvalue inference. We consider a cognitive sensing scenario
[54] in which an N -antenna sensing device (a mobile terminal
for instance) collects data from K multi-antenna transmitters.
Transmitter k is equipped with Mk antennas and sends the
signals xk(t) ∈ CMk to the receiver at time t through the
channel Hk ∈ CN×Mk , containing i.i.d. Gaussian entries with
zero mean and variance 1/N .4 We assume M1 + . . .+MK ,
M ≤ N and that H , [H1, . . . ,HK ] remains static during
at least n symbol periods. The receiver also captures white
Gaussian noise σw(t) with zero mean and variance σ2. The
receive signal y(t) ∈ CN at time t is then modelled as
y(t) =
K∑
i=1
√
P iHixi(t) + σw(t).
Gathering n realizations of y(t) ∈ CN in the matrix Y =
[y(1), . . . ,y(n)], Y takes the form
Y =
(
HP
1
2 σIN
)(X
W
)
where X = [x(1), . . . ,x(n)], x(t) = [x1(t)T, . . . ,xK(t)]T,
P = diag(P1IM1 , . . . , PKIMK ), and W = [w(1), . . . ,w(n)].
We wish to estimate the power values P1, . . . , PK from the
observation Y. We see that the sample covariance matrix
approach developed in Section III-D is no longer valid as the
population matrix T , HPHH + σ2IN is now random.
Following the general methodology developed in Sec-
tion III-D, assuming the asymptotic cluster separation property
for a certain Pk, we first use the connection between Pk and
mP (z), the limiting Stieltjes transform of P, given by (10).
The innovation from the study in Section III-D is that the
link between mP and mF , the limiting Stieltjes transform of
1
NY
HY, is more involved and requires some more random
matrix arguments than Theorem 1 alone. This link, along with
a generalization of Theorem 2 to account for the randomness
in T, induces the following (N,n)-consistent estimator Pˆk of
Pk [44]
Pˆk =
Nn
Mk(n−N)
∑
i∈Nk
(ηi − µi)
where Nk is the set of indexes of the eigenvalues of 1nYY
H
associated to Pk, η1 < . . . < ηN are the eigenvalues of
diag(λ)− 1N
√
λ
√
λ
T
and µ1 < . . . < µN are the eigenvalues
of diag(λ)− 1n
√
λ
√
λ
T
, where λ1 < . . . < λN are the ordered
eigenvalues of 1nYY
H.
In Figure 6, the performance comparison between the clas-
sical large n approach and the Stieltjes transform approach for
4The normalization of the channel entries by 1/N along with ‖xk(t)‖
bounded allows one to keep the transmit signal power bounded as N grows.
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power estimation is depicted, based on 10, 000 Monte Carlo
simulations. Similar to the estimator (3), the classical approach
of Pk, denoted Pˆ∞k , consists in assuming n  N and N 
Mi for each i (recall that Mi is the multiplicity of Pi). A clear
performance gain is observed for the whole range of signal-
to-noise ratios (SNR), defined as σ−2, although a saturation
level is observed which translates the approximation error due
to the asymptotic analysis. For low SNR, an avalanche effect
is observed, which is caused by the inaccuracy of the Stieltjes
transform approach when clusters tend to merge (here the
cluster associated to the value σ2 grows large as σ2 increases
and covers the clusters associated to P1, then P2, and finally
P3). Nonetheless, this apparently strong cluster separability
limitation generates an avalanche below the SNR level of the
well-known avalanche effect produced by the classical large
n estimator. The random matrix method therefore yields a
twofold performance gain compared to the classical method,
as it is both more accurate (which was expected) and is also
more robust to noise which is an interesting, not necessarily
anticipated, outcome.
Our next example is based on a contribution from Mestre
[2] which initiated a series of statistical inference methods
exploiting complex integration, among which the source de-
tection methods described above.
B. G-MUSIC
The MUSIC method, originally due to Schmidt and later
extended by McCloud and Scharf [55], [56], is a direction
of arrival detection technique based on a subspace approach.
The scenario consists of an array of N sensors (e.g. a radar
antenna) receiving the signals originating from K sources at
angles θ1, . . . , θK with respect to the array. The objective is
to estimate those angles. The data vector y(t) received at time
t by the array can be written as
y(t) =
K∑
k=1
s(θk)xk(t) + σw(t)
where s(θ) ∈ CN is a deterministic vector-valued function
of the angle θ ∈ [0, 2pi), xk(t) ∈ C is the proper complex
Gaussian i.i.d. data sent by source k at time t and w(t) ∈ CN
is the additive proper complex Gaussian noise. The vector y(t)
is Gaussian with covariance
T = S(Θ)S(Θ)H + σ2IN
where S(Θ) = [s(θ1), . . . , s(θK)] ∈ CN×K . We denote as
usual Y = [y(1), . . . ,y(n)] ∈ CN×n the concatenated matrix
of n independent observations.
We call ω1 ≤ . . . ≤ ωN the eigenvalues of T and
u1, . . . ,uN their associated eigenvectors. Similarly, we will
denote λ1 ≤ . . . ≤ λN the eigenvalues of Tˆ , 1nYYH,
with respective eigenvectors uˆ1, . . . , uˆN . Assuming N ≥ K,
the smallest N − K eigenvalues of T equal σ2 and we can
represent T under the form
T =
(
UW US
)(σ2IN−K 0
0 ΩS
)(
UHW
UHS
)
ΩS = diag(ωN−K+1, . . . , ωN ), US = [uN−K+1, . . . ,uN ]
the so-called signal space and UW = [u1, . . . ,uN−K ] the
so-called noise space.
The basic idea of the MUSIC method is to observe that
any vector lying in the signal space is orthogonal to the noise
space. This leads in particular to
η(θk) , s(θk)HUWUHW s(θk) = 0
for k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}.
A natural estimator θˆk of θk in the neighborhood of θk
consists in the minimal argument of
ηˆ(θ) , s(θ)HUˆW UˆHW s(θ)
where UˆW = [uˆ1, . . . , uˆN−K ] is the eigenvector space corre-
sponding to the smallest N −K eigenvalues of Tˆ.
This estimator is however proven inconsistent for N,n
growing large simultaneously in [57], which is now not
surprising. To produce an (N,n)-consistent estimator, recall
(12). Similar to the derivation of the eigenvector projection in
Section III-F, we can write
s(θ)HUWU
H
W s(θ) =
1
2piı
∮
Ck
s(θ)H(T− zIN )−1s(θ)dz
for a contour Ck circling around σ2 only. Connecting T to Tˆ
from a theorem similar to Theorem 1 and performing residue
calculus, we finally obtain a good approximation of η(θ), and
then an (N,n)-consistent estimator for the direction of arrival.
This estimator consists precisely in determining the K deepest
minima (zeros may not exist) of the function [2]
s(θ)H
(
N∑
i=1
φ(i)uˆiuˆ
H
i
)
s(θ)
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Fig. 7. MUSIC against G-MUSIC for DoA detection of K = 2 signal
sources, N = 20 sensors, n = 150 samples, SNR of 10 dB. Angles of
arrival of 35◦ and 37◦.
with φ(i) defined as
φ(i) =
 1 +
∑N
k=N−K+1
[
λk
λi−λk −
µk
λi−µk
]
, i ≤ N −K
−∑N−Kk=1 [ λkλi−λk − µkλi−µk ] , i > N −K
and where, similar to above, µ1 ≤ . . . ≤ µN are the
eigenvalues of diag(λ)− 1n
√
λ
√
λ
T
, with λ = (λ1, . . . , λN )T,
λ1 ≤ . . . ≤ λN the ordered eigenvalues of Tˆ.
Observe that, contrary to the classical MUSIC method, not
only the noise subspace but all the eigenvectors of Tˆ are used,
although they are divided in two subsets with different weight
policies applied to the eigenvectors in each set. This result is
generalized to the scenario where xk(t) is non random. In this
case, the technique involves different reference results than the
sample covariance matrix theorems required here but the final
estimator is obtained similarly [58].
In Figure 7, the performance comparison between the tradi-
tional MUSIC and the G-MUSIC algorithms is depicted, when
two sources have close angles which the traditional MUSIC
algorithm is not able to distinguish. It is clear on this single-
shot realization that the G-MUSIC algorithm shows deeper
minima and allows for a better source resolution.
Note that both inference methods described above, be it
the power or angle of arrival estimation schemes, assume a
priori knowledge of the cluster indexes to be able to implement
the estimators. The proposed random matrix method therefore
does not solve the order selection problem. New techniques are
therefore being investigated that deal with the generalization of
the Akaike principle [59] and the minimum description length
technique [60] for improved order selection using random
matrix theory, see e.g. [61].
Remark also that, so far, only regular sample covariance
matrix models have been analyzed to address questions of
array processing. In reality, due (in particular) to the non-
Gaussian noise structure in radar detection, more advanced
estimators of the population covariance matrix are used based
on the celebrated Huber and Maronna robust M-estimators
[62], [63]. We are currently investigating these M-estimators
within the random matrix framework. Further intricate models
involving multi-path propagation and the technique consisting
in stacking successive vector observations are also under study.
This completes the set of examples using results based on
weak limits of large dimensional random matrices and G-
estimation. We now turn to examples involving the results
for the spike models, starting with simple signal detection
procedures.
C. Detection
Consider the hypothesis test which consists in deciding
whether a received signal y(t) ∈ CN consists of pure noise,
y(t) = σw(t), with w(t) ∈ CN with Gaussian entries with
zero mean and unit variance, for some unknown σ (hypothesis
H0), or containing a signal plus noise, y(t) = hx(t)+σw(t),
for a time-independent vector channel h ∈ CN , a scalar proper
complex Gaussian signal x(t) (hypothesis H1) and a noise
variance σ2, which are all unknown. As usual, we gather n
i.i.d. received data in Y = [y(1), . . . ,y(n)].
Since h is unknown, we cannot compare directly H0 and
H1. Instead, we will accept or reject H0 based on how
Y fits the pure noise hypothesis. It is a known result that
the generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) for the decision
between H0 and H1 boils down to the test [64]
λ′1 ,
λ1
( 1Nn tr YY
H)
H0
≶
H1
f(ε)
with λ1 the largest eigenvalue of 1nYY
H, for f a given
monotonic function and ε the maximally acceptable false
alarm rate. Evaluating the statistical properties of λ′1 for finite
N is however rather involved and leads to impractical tests,
see e.g. [13]. Instead, we consider here a very elementary
statistical test based on Theorem 5.
It is clear that 1Nn tr YY
H a.s.−→ σ2 under both H0 or
H1. Therefore, an application of Slutsky’s lemma [1] ensures
that the asymptotic fluctuations of λ′1 follow a Tracy-Widom
distribution around (1+
√
N/n)2. The GLRT method therefore
leads asymptotically to test the Tracy-Widom statistics for
the appropriately centered and scaled version of λ′1. More
precisely, for a false alarm rate ε, this is
N
2
3
λ′1 − (1 +
√
c)2
(1 +
√
c)
4
3
√
c
H0
≶
H1
T−12 (1− ε)
with c = N/n and T2 the Tracy-Widom distribution. Further
properties of the above statistical test, and in particular the-
oretical expression of false alarm rates and test powers are
derived in [65] using the theory of large deviations. Due to
the relatively slow convergence speed of the largest eigenvalue
distribution to the Tracy-Widom law, some recent works have
proposed refinements, see e.g. [66].
In Figure 8, the performance of the GLRT detector given by
the receiver operating curve for different false alarm rate levels
is depicted, for small system sizes. We present a comparison
between the GLRT approach, the empirical technique [67]
which consists in using the conditioning number of 1nYY
H
(ratio largest and the smallest eigenvalues) as a signal detector
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Fig. 8. Receiver operating curve for a priori unknown σ2 of the Neyman-
Pearson test (N-P), condition number method and GLRT, N = 4, n = 8,
SNR= 0 dB, h has Gaussian entries of zero mean and unit variance. For the
Neyman-Pearson test, both uniform and Jeffreys prior, with exponent β = 1,
are provided.
and the optimal Neyman-Pearson detector (with knowledge
of the channel statistics) derived in [68]. It turns out that
the suboptimal asymptotic GLRT approach is quite close in
performance to the finite dimensional exact optimum, the latter
being however quite complex to implement.
Our last application uses the second order statistics of
eigenvalues and eigenvectors for a spike model in the context
of failure localization in large dimensional networks.
D. Failure detection in large networks
The method presented here allows for fast detection and
localization of local failures (few links or few nodes) in a
large sensor network of N sensors gathering data about M
system parameters θ1, . . . , θM . Assume the linear scenario
x(t) = Hθ(t) + σw(t)
for θ(t) = [θ1(t), . . . , θM (t)]T ∈ CM and w(t) ∈ CN two
complex Gaussian signals with independent entries of zero
mean and unit variance. The objective here is to detect a small
rank perturbation of E[x(t)x(t)H] , T = HHH + σ2IN ,
originating from a local failure or change in the parameters,
assuming T known. In particular, when the entry k of θ(t)
shows a sudden change in variance, the model changes as
x′(t) = H(IM + αkekeHk )θ(t) + σw(t)
for a given αk ≥ −1 and with ek ∈ CM the vector of all zeros
but for ek(k) = 1. Taking for instance αk = −1 turns the entry
k of θ(t) into zero, corresponding to a complete collapse of
the parameter under control. Denoting y(t) = T−
1
2 x(t) and
y′(t) = T−
1
2 x′(t), we have E[y(t)y(t)H] = IN , while
E[y′(t)y′H(t)] = IN + [(1 + αk)2 − 1]T− 12 HekeHkHHT−
1
2
which is a rank-1 perturbation of IN .
Now assume that we do not know whether the model
follows the expression of y(t) or y′(t), and let us generically
denote both by y(t). A simple off-line failure (or change)
detection test consists, as in Section IV-C, to decide whether
the largest eigenvalue of 1nYY
H, with Y = [y(1), . . . ,y(n)],
has a Tracy-Widom distribution. However, we wish now to
go further and to be able to decide, upon failure detection,
which entry θk of θ was altered. For this, we need to provide
a statistical test for the hypothesis Hk =“parameter θk failed”.
A mere maximum likelihood procedure consisting in testing
the Gaussian distribution of Y, assuming αk known for each
k, is however costly for N large and becomes impractical if αk
is unknown. Instead, one can perform a statistical test on the
extreme eigenvalues and eigenvector projections of 1nYY
H,
which mainly costs the computational time of eigenvalue
decomposition (already performed in the detection test). For
this, we need to assume that the number n of observations is
sufficiently large for a failure of any parameter of θ to be de-
tectable. As an immediate application of Theorem 5, denoting
λ the largest eigenvalue of 1nYY
H and uˆ its corresponding
eigenvector, the estimator kˆ for k is then given by [44]
kˆ = arg max
1≤i≤M
−N
(|uHi uˆ|2 − ξi
λ− ρi
)T
Σ−1i
(|uHi uˆ|2 − ξi
λ− ρi
)
− log det Σi
with ui such that ‖ui‖ = 1, ωiuiuHi = [(1 + αi)2 −
1]T−
1
2 Heie
H
i H
HT−
1
2 , and ξi, ρi, Σi defined as a function
of ωi in Theorem 5 (the index i refers here to a change in
parameter θi and not to the i-th largest eigenvalue of the small
rank perturbation matrix).
This procedure still assumes that αi is known for each i. If
not, an estimator of αi can be derived and Theorem 5 adapted
accordingly to account for the fluctuations of the estimator.
In Figure 9, we depict the detection and localization per-
formance for a sudden drop to zero of the parameter θ1(t)
in a scenario with M = N = 10. We see in Figure 9
that, compared to the detection performance, the localization
performance is rather poor for small n but reaches the same
level as the detection performance for larger n, which is
explained by the inaccuracy of the Gaussian approximation
for ωi close to
√
c.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this short tutorial about statistical inference using large
dimensional random matrix theory, we have argued that many
traditional signal processing methods are inconsistent when
both the population and system dimensions are large. We then
introduced notions of random matrix theory which provide
results on the spectrum of large random matrices. These results
were then used to adjust some of these inconsistent signal
processing methods to new consistent estimates. To this end,
we presented a recent method based (i) on the Stieltjes trans-
form to derive weak convergence properties of the spectrum
of large matrices and (ii) on complex integration to derive
estimators. This somewhat parallels the Fourier transform and
M-estimator framework usually met in classical asymptotic
signal processing [1].
Nonetheless, while classical signal processing tools are
very mature, statistical inference based on random matrix
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Fig. 9. Correct detection (CDR) and localization (CLR) rates for different
levels of false alarm rates (FAR) and different values of n, for drop of variance
of θ1. The minimal theoretical n for observability is n = 8.
analysis still lacks many fundamental mathematical results that
only experts can provide to this day for advanced system
models. The main consequence is the slow appearance of
methods to derive various estimators for more involved signal
processing problems. The emergence of the aforementioned
Stieltjes transform and complex integration framework is a
rare exception to this rule which, we believe, is the foundation
for many future breakthroughs in this area.
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